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Despite the development of huge healthcare Web sites
and powerful search engines, many searchers end
their searches prematurely with incomplete information.
Recent studies suggest that users often retrieve incom-
plete information because of the complex scatter of
relevant facts about a topic across Web pages. However,
little is understood about regularities underlying such
information scatter. To probe regularities within the scat-
ter of facts across Web pages, this article presents the
results of two analyses: (a) a cluster analysis of Web
pages that reveals the existence of three page clusters
that vary in information density and (b) a content analy-
sis that suggests the role each of the above-mentioned
page clusters play in providing comprehensive informa-
tion. These results provide implications for the design
of Web sites, search tools, and training to help users
find comprehensive information about a topic and for a
hypothesis describing the underlying mechanisms caus-
ing the scatter.We conclude by briefly discussing how the
analysis of information scatter, at the granularity of facts,
complements existing theories of information-seeking
behavior.

Introduction

The Web has spawned the development of extensive Web
sites in domains such as healthcare and e-commerce. For
example, the National Cancer Institute’s Web site contains
thousands of pages with information about more than a
hundred different cancers. Given such large collections of
information, one might conclude that it is easy to obtain com-
prehensive information1 about a topic like cancer by visiting
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1Comprehensive information about a search topic contains all facts (e.g.,
claims and recommendations) considered important, for that topic, by
experts in the field (Bhavnani et al., 2005b).
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one such Web site. However, although users of search engines
and domain portals can easily find information for questions
that have specific answers (e.g., “What is a melanoma?”;
Eysenbach & Kohler, 2002), they have difficulty in finding
answers for questions requiring comprehensive information
composed of many facts (e.g., “What are the risk and preven-
tion factors for melanoma?”; Bhavnani et al., 2003; Bhavnani
et al., 2005b).

Finding comprehensive information about a health-
care topic is critical because an increasing number of
people use information from the Web for a wide range of tasks
leading to real-world actions and outcomes. For example, an
estimated half of all American adults have searched online
for healthcare information to become informed, to prepare for
appointments and surgery, and to share information (Fox &
Fallows, 2003). Furthermore, healthcare professionals have
often emphasized the need for patients to get a compre-
hensive understanding of their disease (from a consumer’s
perspective) to improve their judgment in making health-
care decisions and to encourage higher treatment compliance
(e.g., Sturdee, 2000; McGlynn et al., 2003).

Why is it difficult to find comprehensive information about
a topic? One clue to this difficulty is provided by expert
healthcare searchers who know which combination of sites to
visit in which order (Bhavnani, 2001; Bhavnani et al., 2003).
A recent study suggests that such expert behavior emerges
because of the complex scatter of information across rele-
vant Web sites with a distribution that is skewed towards
few facts: A large number of sources have very few facts,
while a few sources have many (but not all) facts about
a topic (Bhavnani, 2005b). Even highly reputed healthcare
sites do not contain comprehensive information about a topic
because they often cater to different populations, and respond
differently to rapidly changing healthcare facts. This com-
plex scatter of information presents a difficult situation for
searchers because they have to visit a combination of sites
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to find comprehensive information for different topics. As
most novice searchers have difficulty acquiring strategies to
deal with this complexity, they often end their searches with
incomplete information (Bhavnani et al., 2006). Furthermore,
because little is known about the regularities underlying
information scatter, few solutions to this problem have been
proposed.

Because the retrieval of incomplete information in
domains like healthcare can lead to negative consequences,
this article probes regularities within the scatter of facts
across Web pages and Web sites and implications of these
regularities to search and design. We begin by discussing
existing research that motivates the need to understand reg-
ularities in the way facts are scattered across Web pages
and Web sites. Next, we briefly describe the data collection
method and results of our prior work in analyzing the dis-
tribution of facts across high-quality Web pages and Web
sites. We then describe the results from two new analyses
on the same data: (a) a cluster analysis of healthcare pages
that suggests the existence of three page clusters with differ-
ent densities of information and (b) a content analysis of the
above-mentioned page clusters that reveals the role that each
plays in providing comprehensive information. The results
provide insights for the design of Web sites, search tools,
and training to help users deal with information scatter with
the goal of finding comprehensive information and to testable
hypotheses about the underlying mechanisms causing the
scatter.

Motivation to Probe Regularities in the Scatter
of Facts Across Web Sites

Studies on novice healthcare searchers have shown sev-
eral behaviors that distinguish them from expert healthcare
searchers. These behaviors include relying on using general-
purpose search engines to find relevant pages (Eysenbach &
Kohler, 2002), searching without a search plan resulting
in most sites found accidentally (Fox & Fallows, 2003),
and often terminating searches with incomplete information
(Bhavnani, 2001; Bhavnani et al., 2003). On the other hand,
expert searchers (e.g., healthcare reference librarians), tend
to have a definite search plan, and know which sites to visit in
which sequence. For example, in an earlier study (Bhavnani,
2001) an expert healthcare searcher with the search task
of finding flu-shot information followed a three-step search
procedure: (a) access a reliable general-purpose healthcare
portal to identify sources for flu-shot information, (b) access
high-quality sources of information provided by the por-
tal to retrieve general flu-shot information, and (c) access
a specific pharmaceutical Web site that sells a flu vaccine
to verify the information. Such repeated sequences relevant
for specific topics in a domain, and referred to as search
procedures, enabled expert healthcare searchers to find com-
prehensive information quickly and effectively. In contrast,
novices were unable to infer such knowledge by just using
Google (Bhavnani, 2001).

Why do experts visit many different sites to find healthcare
information? Our prior research suggests that this difficulty
arises because information on the Web, even for narrow well-
defined topics, tends to be scattered across different Web
sites. For example, in a recent study (Bhavnani, 2005b), we
found that although physicians independently agreed that
patients need to know 14 facts about melanoma risk and pre-
vention (e.g., having fair skin increases your risk of getting
melanoma), none of the top-ten Web sites with melanoma
information provided all those facts. Furthermore, more than
75% of the pages had less than half of the total facts.Although
the pages were retrieved from the top-ten Web sites with
high-quality melanoma information, why were there so many
pages from high-quality Web sites with so few facts? As
described below, existing research provides few clues to
answer this question because few studies have analyzed reg-
ularities within the distribution of facts across Web pages and
Web sites.

Several studies have analyzed the distribution of content
across information sources at different levels of granular-
ity, which include the distribution of articles across jour-
nals (Bradford, 1948), the distribution of words within a
book (Zipf, 1949), the distribution of articles across online
databases (Tenopir, 1982; Lancaster & Lee, 1985; Hood &
Wilson, 2001), the distribution of images across databases
(Bhavnani, 2005a), and the distribution of facts about a topic
across Web pages and Web sites (Bhavnani, 2005b; Over,
1998; Halteran & Teufel, 2003). In each case, the studies ana-
lyzed the relationship of one variable (e.g., number of relevant
articles) against another variable (e.g., number of journals)
through a distribution analysis. Each of the resulting distribu-
tions was highly skewed in its upper tail, with a slow descent
of the lower tail. This consistent result has led researchers
to believe that the phenomenon of skewed distributions is
a stable property of how information tends to exist across
information sources (Bates, 2002), a phenomenon commonly
referred to as information scatter.

Some of the above-mentioned researchers have explored
how additional variables relate to the two distribution vari-
ables with the goal of deepening their understanding of the
skewed distributions. For example, Bradford suggested that
each topic had a core set of journals that had approximately
one third of all the relevant articles and the rest of the articles
being scattered across a decreasing level of less-core journals.
Hood and Wilson (2001) speculated that the more interdisci-
plinary a topic, the more scattered its articles tend to be across
databases. In our earlier study (Bhavnani, 2005b), we specu-
lated that the amount of detail (e.g., a single sentence versus
a paragraph) about a fact could explain why there were so
many pages with few facts about a common healthcare topic
across high-quality healthcare sites.

Other researchers have speculated about the underlying
mechanisms that cause the observed skewed distributions.
For example, Zipf (1949) speculated why in any stream of
speech (such as in a book or a conversation), there tends to be
a high frequency of a few words and a low frequency of many
other words, leading to the well-known Zipf distribution.
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He claimed that this highly skewed distribution was the result
of a vocabulary balance between two opposing forces: (a) the
force of unification that motivates a speaker to use a small
vocabulary of general-purpose words to describe a large range
of concepts and (b) the force of diversification that motivates
a listener to require a large vocabulary of specialized words
to describe the same concepts.

Recent studies have revealed other important phenom-
ena about Web content. For example, Bar-Ilan and Peritz
(1999) described how Web pages retrieved through search
engines for the topic “informetric” disappeared, reappeared,
or changed over the study period of several months, and
Wormell (2000) studied how information about the topic
“modern welfare state” spread and evolved through differ-
ent forms of publication. Other studies of online content
have focused on constructing typologies of the context
in which query terms occur (Cronin, Snyder, Rosenbaum,
Martinson, & Callahan, 1998, Bar-Ilan, 1998, 2000a, 2000b).
For example, Cronin et al. identified 11 different source
types of pages (homepage, conference page, etc.) retrieved
from search engines that contained content about highly
cited researchers; Bar-Ilan (1998) identified a range of dif-
ferent types of pages in which information about “Erdos”
(a well-known mathematician) occurred. Finally, numerous
studies of online content in different domains, such as con-
sumer health and science, have analyzed the accuracy and
completeness of specific Web sites (Allen, Burke, Welch, &
Rieseberg, 1999; Beredjiklian, Steinberg, & Bernstein,
2000; Biermann, Golladay, Greenfield, & Baker, 1999;
Davison, 1997; Griffiths & Christensen, 2000; Impicciatore,
Pandolfini, Casella, & Bonati, 1997; Jiang, 2000; McClung,
Murray, & Heitlinger, 1998; Soot, Moneta, & Edwards, 1999;
Bichakjian et al., 2002; see Eysenbach, Powell, Kuss, & Sa,
2002 for a review). For example, Bichakjian et al. (2002)
found that even the top healthcare sites had incomplete infor-
mation about melanoma, andAllen et al. showed the presence
of misleading, inaccurate, and un-referenced information in
online science publications.

Although the above-mentioned studies have focused on the
analysis of content, there has also been interest in the anal-
ysis of links between Web pages, which include the testing
of computational models to explain regularities in how Web
pages are linked. For example, Barabasi and Albert (1999)
showed that there was a large number of Web pages that have
a few incoming links and a few number of Web pages that had
many incoming links. They and others have tested a variety
of models for this and other link-related phenomena (e.g.,
Kleinberg & Lawrence, 2001). For example, the preferential
attachment model (Barabasi &Albert, 1999) suggests that the
probability of a page getting a link is based on the number of
links it already has, whereas the growth model (Huberman &
Adamic, 1999) suggests that the probability of a page getting
a link is based on the size of the Web site to which the page
belongs.

Although the above studies reveal the complex and
dynamic nature of content and links on the Web, little is
understood about the regularities underlying the scatter of

facts across pages. The analyses described in this article build
on our previous reported work (Bhavnani, 2005b) on the
scatter of facts across Web pages, with the goal of under-
standing regularities within the scatter, and the implications
of those regularities on approaches to help users find more
comprehensive information.

Distribution Analysis: Data Collection and Prior
Results

In an earlier study (Bhavnani, 2005b), we explored the
question of why finding comprehensive information is dif-
ficult. The study comprised of two inter-rater experiments,
whose data collection is briefly described here because of its
relevance to the analyses in the rest of the article.

In the first experiment, two skin cancer physicians who had
extensive experience in researching the information needs of
patients, identified facts2 (e.g., high UV exposure increases
your risk of getting melanoma) that were necessary for a
patient’s comprehensive understanding of the following five
melanoma topics:

• Self-examination in the diagnosis of melanoma (henceforth
abbreviated to self-examination)

• Doctor’s examination in the diagnosis of melanoma (hence-
forth abbreviated to doctor’s examination)

• Diagnostic tests used in the diagnosis of melanoma (hence-
forth abbreviated to diagnostic tests)

• Disease stages used in the diagnosis of melanoma (henceforth
abbreviated to disease stage)

• Descriptive information related to melanoma risk and preven-
tion (henceforth abbreviated to risk/prevention).

The above five topics were selected from the most common
question categories about melanoma retrieved from an ask-
a-doc site containing real-world questions (Bhavnani et al.,
2002). The two physicians rated the facts on a 5-point fact-
importance scale: 1 (not important to know; and will be
dropped from the study), 2 (slightly important to know), 3
(important to know), 4 (very important to know), 5 (extremely
important to know).

In the second inter-rater experiment, we analyzed how the
facts (identified by the physicians) were distributed across
relevant pages from the top-ten3 Web sites with melanoma
information. To identify the Web pages, three search experts
iteratively constructed 590 Google queries targeted to each
fact and site and collected the top-ten hits from each query.

2A fact is defined as a statement about a topic, agreed upon by experts in
the field (Bhavnani, 2005). For example, facts can be claims (e.g., having
fair skin increases your risk of getting melanoma) or recommendations (e.g.,
confirm your self-diagnosis by consulting a local health care provider).

3The top ten websites related to skin cancer were defined as the union of
all the sites pointed to by the melanoma page in MedlinePlus, and the top
5 most comprehensive sites identified in a recent study of online melanoma
information (Bichakjian et al., 2002). The melanoma page in MedlinePlus
was not included because unlike the rest of the pages in our study, it had no
content but contained only links to other pages.
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FIG. 1. The distribution of risk/prevention facts across relevant pages in
high-quality sites is skewed toward few facts (best fitted by a discrete expo-
nential curve, likelihood ratio = 20.967, p = 0.051 where significant fit is
>0.05), with no page containing all the facts (Bhavnani, 2005b).

Similar to earlier studies (e.g., Hood & Wilson, 2001) we
removed duplicate Web pages within each topic,4 in addi-
tion to other pages such as news items, pages for health
professionals, non-English pages, dictionary pages, personal
homepages, and broken links. This process helped to iden-
tify 728 relevant and unique pages across the five melanoma
topics.

Next, we measured how the facts were distributed across
the retrieved pages. We asked two raters to independently
rate the amount of information of each fact using a 5-point
fact-depth scale: 0 (not covered in page), 1 (less than a para-
graph), 2 (equal to a paragraph), 3 (more than a paragraph
but less than a page), 4 (entire page). Note, that this scale
enabled us to measure both the number of facts on a page
and the amount of information about each fact in each page.
Both the above-mentioned experiments had high inter-rater
agreement (see Bhavnani, 2005b for details).

Pages rated by judges as having zero facts (but were
retrieved as they had at least one keyword in the query) were
excluded. This resulted in a total of 336 pages. The results
showed that for each of the five topics, the distribution of
facts across the relevant pages was skewed towards few facts,
with no single page or single Web site that provided all the
facts. For example, as shown in Figure 1, the distribution
of melanoma risk/prevention facts was skewed towards few
facts in its upper tail, and no page had all the 14 facts iden-
tified by the physicians. Furthermore, more than 75% of the
pages had less than half the facts. The distribution was simi-
larly skewed when facts rated by doctors only as being “very
important” and “extremely important” were included in the

4Pages that were relevant to more than one topic were included in the
analysis as separate pages. Although these pages were identical, they had to
be rated for a different set of facts for each of the topics for which they were
relevant.

analysis. The analysis also revealed that the minimum num-
ber of Web pages and Web sites that users had to visit to find
all facts was dependent on the topic being searched.

These results are similar to the scatter results described
by Hood and Wilson (2001), who reported that the number
of databases necessary for comprehensive coverage of jour-
nal articles about a topic was dependent on the topic being
searched. The results are also in agreement with numerous
studies showing that many online healthcare sites provide
inaccurate or incomplete information (see Eysenbach et al.,
2002 for a review). Furthermore, the results also describe how
the information is distributed across pages and sites.

These results reveal the complex information environment
often encountered by healthcare searchers seeking compre-
hensive information. Because information is scattered across
Web sites, searchers must visit a combination of pages and
Web sites to find all the facts about a topic. Furthermore,
this combination of sites is different across topics. Finally, as
discussed earlier, because Web sites cater to different popu-
lations with different intentions (Eysenbach et al., 2002) and
healthcare information rapidly changes, it is not possible to
design Web sites to contain all the information about a topic.
As neither search engines nor domain portals address the
problem of information scatter, users have difficulty know-
ing when they have found all the relevant information and
often prematurely end their searches with incomplete infor-
mation (Bhavnani, 2001; Bhavnani et al., 2003; Bhavnani
et al., 2005b).

The retrieval of incomplete information can affect real
world decisions such as treatment compliance (Sturdee,
2000). The scatter of information therefore merits careful
investigation. As we discussed earlier, although several stud-
ies have analyzed the scatter of articles of a topic across
journals (Bradford, 1948) and across databases (Hood &
Wilson, 2001), their results cannot explain why there were
so many Web pages with few facts even in high-quality Web
sites. One key difference between articles and facts is that
although articles can occur within journals and databases in
only one level of detail (i.e., the entire article), facts can occur
within pages in different amounts of detail (e.g., in a line, in
a paragraph, in many paragraphs, or in an entire page). In
the next section, we explore whether the amount of detail
about a fact can help to reveal regularities within the scatter
of information.

Cluster Analysis: Exploring Regularities in the
Scatter of Facts Across Web Pages

The main goal of this study was to analyze whether there
were regularities in the skewed distribution of facts across
Web pages. More specifically, we wished to answer the ques-
tion: Why were there so many pages with few facts compared
with the few pages with many facts? An informal analysis of
the pages suggested that in addition to the number of facts
(fact-breadth), the pages also differed in the amount of infor-
mation about each fact (fact-depth), with both dimensions
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potentially interacting to define pages of different fact den-
sity. To explore this informal observation, we performed a
cluster analysis on the 336 melanoma pages (identified in
our previous study).

Method

Cluster analysis (Aldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984) is typi-
cally used as an exploratory data analysis tool to sort different
objects into groups (called clusters) such that the similarity
(based on the input variables) between two objects within a
group is greater than its similarity to objects in other groups.
The most common technique used to generate clusters is
called K-means (Hartigan, 1975). Although other more com-
plex clustering methods exist, such as hierarchical and fuzzy
clusters, we chose to begin our exploratory analysis with an
approach to see if we could get a simple explanation underly-
ing the information scatter. However, although this technique
can be used to divide data into clusters, it is not designed to
generate the optimal number of clusters that best characterize
the data. Various techniques have been employed to deter-
mine the optimal number of clusters. For example, K-means
is often run for many different cluster numbers, and the result-
ing diagrams are manually inspected to determine which of
them generate the most homogenous and meaningful clusters.
Recently, there has been active research (e.g., Figueiredo &
Jain, 2002) in trying to automatically determine the optimal
number of clusters.

For our analysis, we used a two-step process: (a) automat-
ically estimate the number of clusters and (b) automatically
identify the boundaries of the clusters. The resulting clusters
were then inspected to determine if they were meaningful.

Inputs for both the above-mentioned analyses were fact-
breadth and fact-depth. Fact-breadth of a page was defined
as the total number of facts for a topic that occurred on that
page. Fact-depth of a page was defined as the maximum depth
of any relevant physician-identified fact on that page. (We
choose maximum depth of any fact on each page because
many pages had a single fact that dominated most of the page.
Average depth would, therefore, have masked this important
distinction between pages.) Both the above-mentioned mea-
sures were determined from the fact-depth scale (described
earlier), which was used by judges in our previous study
(Bhavnani, 2005b) to determine the presence and amount of
information about each fact on each page. Below, we describe
the techniques that we used to implement the two-step cluster
analysis procedure.

Estimate number of clusters. To estimate the number of
clusters that best categorized the data, we used the Mini-
mum Message Length (MML) criterion (Figueiredo & Jain,
2002). This method (see Appendix A for an explanation of
MML) enabled us to estimate the optimal number of clus-
ters based on fact-depth and fact-breadth for pages across
all the topics and for each of the five topics. Because the
number of facts across topics was not the same, fact-breadth
(number of facts) was normalized to a percentage of total

facts. This normalization enabled all the pages to be col-
lapsed for the overall cluster analysis. Because MML requires
interval-level inputs and our fact-depth scale was an ordi-
nal variable, we converted each value in the fact-depth scale
to its corresponding mean number of words. This mapping
was done by randomly selecting 25% of the pages (evenly
distributed across levels of max-detail and topic) and aver-
aging the number of words that described a fact with the
maximum detail on each page. The resulting mapping was
as follows: max-detail = 1 mapped to 22.93 words, max-
detail = 2 mapped to 66.07 words, max-detail = 3 mapped to
119.73 words, and max-detail = 4 mapped to 513.57 words.
The MML algorithm was run for one to five clusters.

Estimate boundaries of clusters. To determine the cluster
boundaries for all pages and for pages within each topic,
we used the K-means algorithm (provided by SPSS, ver-
sion 11.5). Inputs to K-means were the same two variables
used for MML (fact-depth and fact-breadth), with number of
clusters provided by MML.

The analysis was first done for the 336 Web pages across
all the five topics. To understand variations between each of
the topics, the analysis was repeated for pages within each
of the five topics.

Results of Cluster Analysis

We first describe the cluster analysis results for the Web
pages from all five topics. This is followed by the cluster
analysis results for pages from each of the five topics.

Analysis of all Web pages across all topics. The lowest
MML value represents the optimal number of clusters in the
data. For our analysis, the lowest MML value was obtained
for three clusters (see Appendix A for an explanation). This
meant that three clusters best characterized the data for the
336 pages across the five topics. This result was, therefore,
used to determine the subsequent cluster boundaries using
K-means.

The K-means cluster analysis for all the 336 pages across
five topics (with three clusters as input) produced the results
shown in Figure 2. For clarity, the clusters are plotted with the
Y-axis, showing the original fact-depth ordinal scale used by
the raters. (See Figure 6 in Appendix B for the same clusters
plotted with the Y-axis showing the mean number of words
for each level of fact-depth that was used as input to MML
and K-means.)

As shown, the analysis identified the boundaries of three
page clusters. The lower right-hand cluster (denoted by
“•”) contains pages with many facts in low-to-medium
detail (bounded by fact-breadth >40% and fact-depth =
1–3). These pages were labeled general pages for the topic.
The top cluster (denoted by “�”) contains pages with a few
facts, one of which is described in high detail (bounded
by a maximum of 80% fact-breadth and fact-depth = 4).
These pages were labeled specific pages for the topic. The
lower left-hand cluster (denoted by “+”) contains pages with
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FIG. 2. Results of the cluster analysis that generated the boundaries of three page clusters: specific pages (�), sparse pages (+), and general pages (•).
The schematic drawings of each page profile represent pages closest to the centroid of each cluster, and the patterned rectangles represent different amounts
of information about different facts. To enable comparison with other subsets of the data shown later, the fact-breadth on the x-axis has been normalized,
and to enable comprehension of the clusters based on how the raters analyzed the Web pages, the y-axis shows the original ordinal scale used by the human
raters to analyze the pages (Figure 6 in Appendix B shows the same figure with the y-axis representing the number of words used for the MML analysis that
required interval data.) To create this figure, random jitter was added to each point to enable the separation of overlapping points.

TABLE 1. The total pages in each cluster, the cluster centroid, and the cluster boundary for the three clusters shown in Figure 2.

Cluster profile General Specific Sparse

Total pages (number of pages, % of pages) 80, 23.8% 49, 14.6% 207, 61.6%
Centroid (mean fact-breadth, mean fact-depth) 60.1%, 2.6 19.3%, 4 19.9%, 1.5
Boundary (fact-breadth range, fact-depth range) 43%–93%, 1–3 7%–77%, 4 7%–38%, 1–3

Note. There are many more (76%) sparse and specific pages which have few facts, compared with general pages (24%), which have many facts. Because
each topic had a different number of facts, fact-breadth has been normalized as a percentage.

relatively few facts in low-to-medium detail (bounded by
fact-breadth <40% and fact-depth 1–3). These pages were
labeled sparse pages for the topic. The cluster boundaries
shown in Figure 2 are not jointly exhaustive because our
corpus did not contain pages with every possible combina-
tion of fact-depth and fact-breadth. For example, because no
page contained 100% of the facts, no cluster boundary
includes pages with 100% of the facts.

The cluster diagram also shows that the distinction
between sparse and general pages is less clear near the
boundary of the two page types (at approximately 40%
fact-breadth). This suggests that the there is a continuum
in the number of facts, rather than a sharp boundary between
the two page types. However, the archetypical pages at the
centroid of each cluster have distinct information densi-
ties. As shown in the schematic drawings in Figure 2, there
is a clear difference between an archetypical sparse page
with few facts and low detail (fact-breadth = 20%, fact-
depth = 2) and an archetypical general page with many
facts in medium detail (fact-breadth = 60%, fact-depth = 3).

(A subsequent analysis of content discussed in the Content
Analysis: Understanding the Role of Page Cluster section pro-
vides further evidence about the distinction between sparse
and general pages). Because each topic had a different num-
ber of facts, the schematic drawings assume a topic with 14
facts (the maximum number of facts in any topic).

The cluster analysis of all 336 pages therefore provided
a more detailed view of the distribution5 of facts across all
the pages. As shown in Table 1, specific and sparse pages
together dominated (76%) the overall percentage of pages
(specific = 14.6%, sparse = 61.6%), both of which contained
a relatively low mean number of facts (specific = 19.3%,
sparse = 19.9%). Both these pages form the left part of the
distribution causing the high skew towards few facts (sim-
ilar to the distribution of only risk/prevention facts show
in Figure 1). In comparison, there is a smaller percentage
(23.8%) of general pages that contain a relatively higher mean

5Similar to Figure 1, the overall distribution for all 336 pages was also
skewed and best fitted by a discrete exponential curve, y = 142.736e−3.54x.
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number of facts (60.1%). The distribution of facts is skewed
towards few facts because there are many more specific and
sparse pages compared to general pages.

Analysis of Web pages from each topic. As stated earlier,
to understand the variation between topics, the above anal-
ysis was repeated for each topic. The optimal number of
clusters across the five topics (as estimated by the MML)
ranged between two and four: self-examination = 3, doc-
tor’s exam = 2, diagnostic tests = 4, disease stage = 4, and
risk/prevention = 3. Therefore, we ran separate K-means
analyses with two, three, and four clusters, for each of the
five topics, and inspected the resulting 15 cluster diagrams.

For each topic, the different cluster inputs affected only the
clusters below fact-depth = 4 (the sparse and general pages in
Figure 2). With two clusters as input, K-means generated only
one cluster below fact-depth = 4. With three clusters as input,
the clusters were similar to the one shown in Figure 2. Finally,
with four clusters as input, K-means generated three clusters
below fact-depth = 4. An analysis of the 15 cluster diagrams
suggested that three clusters provided the most meaningful
groupings of pages for each of the five topics.A higher dimen-
sionality clustering could reveal more interesting clusters in
future research.

Figure 3A-E shows the results from the K-means clus-
ter analysis with three clusters for each of the five topics,
and Appendix C shows the boundaries, centroids, and per-
centage of pages for each cluster. In each case, the x-axis
(fact-breadth) has been normalized for graphical comparison
after the analysis. As shown, the analysis revealed clusters
for each of the five topics that were mostly similar in their
boundaries to those shown in Figure 2. The right-hand clus-
ters (denoted by “•”) in each diagram has fact-breadth > 40%
and fact-depth = 1–3. Although the top clusters (denoted
by “�”) in each diagram have a very wide range of fact-
breadth, all of them are limited to fact-depth = 4. The lower
left-hand clusters (denoted by “+”) in each diagram is
bounded by fact-breadth <= 40%, and fact-depth = 1–3. The
above-mentioned boundaries matched the boundaries of the
respective general, specific, and sparse clusters for all pages
across the five topics shown in Figure 2.

An inspection of the specific clusters revealed the greatest
variation in fact-breadth for three topics: doctor’s exami-
nation was concentrated at 70% of fact-breadth, diagnostic
tests was concentrated at 20% of fact-breadth, and disease
stage ranged from 10%–80% of fact-breadth. In contrast,
the specific cluster for self-examination and risk/prevention
had almost the same range of fact-breadth (10%–60%.) We
believe this variation in fact-breadth occurred because the
former set of topics had fewer specific pages in addition to
fewer total pages, compared with the latter set.

Overall, the above cluster analyses results suggest that
there are potentially interesting regularities within the scat-
ter of facts across Web pages. These regularities are in the
form of three page clusters that vary in information den-
sity through a complex interaction between fact-breadth
and fact-depth. These page clusters were labeled general

pages (containing many facts with medium detail), spe-
cific pages (containing a range of facts with one having a
lot of detail), and sparse pages (containing few facts in low-
to-medium detail). Therefore, pages with few facts consisted
mainly of pages from two different clusters (sparse and spe-
cific). Because these two page clusters dominate the overall
number of pages, they make the distribution of facts across
Web pages highly skewed towards few facts.

Although the cluster analysis suggested that the pages can
be separated into three different page clusters (based on the
number of facts and the amount of text about the facts), we
needed to understand the role they played in providing health-
care information. For example, what role did the sparse pages
(containing few facts in little detail) play in providing health-
care information? Were sparse pages poorly written, and, if
so, why were there so many of them in the top-ten healthcare
sites with melanoma information?

Content Analysis: Understanding the Role
of Page Clusters

An informal analysis suggested that in addition to dif-
fering in information density (variations in fact-depth and
fact-breadth), the pages also differed in topic scope (defined
as how broad or narrow was the content of the page). For
example, some pages focused on cancer (a broad scope) with
a brief mention of a melanoma fact, while other pages focused
on a specific fact, such as the importance of UV protection
in the prevention of melanoma (a narrow scope). Could topic
scope reveal the role of the page clusters? To answer this
question, we analyzed the relationship between page clusters
(general, specific, and sparse pages identified in the cluster
analysis) and topic scope.

Method

We used the page title to analyze the topic scope of the 336
pages from the five melanoma topics. We analyzed page titles
instead of the entire page content because (a) we wished to
avoid possible circularities in the event that the two dependent
variables (page type, and topic scope) that we were attempting
to correlate were actually not independent to each other, and
(b) Web page authors of high-quality sites design titles that
reflect the content of their pages. Furthermore, a check of all
the pages revealed that each of the 336 pages had meaningful
page titles (e.g., “Skin Cancer” and “Moles”). To demonstrate
the spread of title scope within a topic, Appendix D shows all
105 page titles on the topic of melanoma risk/prevention.
To understand variations between each of the topics, the
content analysis was repeated with pages for each of
the five topics.

Topic scope was operationalized in terms of categories
based on a hierarchical skin cancer taxonomy, developed
by skin cancer physicians using real world skin cancer
questions (Bhavnani, 2003) and similar to the taxonomy
developed by Pratt, Hearst, and Fagan (1999). The titles
of each page were transcribed into a separate document
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FIG. 3. Cluster analysis (A-E) for the five melanoma topics showing the number and boundaries of the three page types. To enable comparison across the five
melanoma topics, the fact-breadth on the x-axis has been normalized, and to enable comprehension of the clusters based on how the raters analyzed the Web
pages, the y-axis shows the original ordinal scale used by the human raters to analyze the pages. Content analysis (F-J) of the same five topics showing the
relationship of the three page types to topic scope.
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FIG. 4. A content analysis for all pages revealed that the pages in differ-
ent clusters were written at different levels of topic scope. General pages
were written across all levels of topic scope, specific pages were written at
mostly the “fact” level, and sparse pages were written mostly for categories
outside the taxonomy.

(to avoid bias from the page content) in a random order.
A rater categorized each of the 336 page titles into one of
the following categories, representing different degrees
of topic scope going from broad to narrow: A = cancer;
B = skin cancer; C = melanoma; D = melanoma topic (e.g.,
diagnosis); E = melanoma subtopic (e.g., self-examination);
F = melanoma fact about subtopic. If a page did not fit into
any of the categories, then the rater was asked to use the
category G = other categories outside the above-mentioned
categories.6 The reliability of the rater was assessed by
requesting a second rater to perform the same catego-
rization on a random selection of 84 titles (25% of all
page titles).

Results of Content Analysis

We first describe the content analysis results for all the
Web pages collapsed over the five topics. This is followed by
the analysis results for pages from each of the five topics.

Analysis of Web pages from all topics. The two raters had
substantial7 agreement (Kappa = 0.68) in their categorization
of the page titles. Figure 4 shows the proportion of page titles

6For example, if the topic being rated was melanoma risk/prevention,
and the sub-topic was descriptive information about risk/prevention, then
the other category provided to the raters consisted of the following: Statis-
tical information about risk/prevention, melanoma terminology, melanoma
diagnosis, melanoma treatment, melanoma prognosis, non-melanoma skin
cancer, non skin cancer, and non-cancer.

7Kappa values that exceed 0.6 are considered substantial agreement
(Landis and Koch, 1977).

rated at the different degrees of topic scopes in each page clus-
ter across the five topics. As shown, the three page clusters
had different topic-scope profiles. General pages were cate-
gorized at many different levels across the taxonomy. Specific
pages were most often categorized at the level of a fact (e.g., a
fact about melanoma self-examination). Finally, sparse pages
were most often categorized as “other” (categories outside the
topic scope).

A closer look at the overall content of the pages provided
a deeper understanding of the above-mentioned results. Gen-
eral pages (which have many facts in medium amount of
detail) play the role of providing an overview of facts about a
topic. Figure 5A shows a general page close to the centroid of
the general cluster shown in Figure 3E. As shown, the page
provides many facts about melanoma risk/prevention, each
discussed in a medium amount of detail. We also noticed
that although the general pages were similar in information
density, they varied in the way that the information was pro-
vided. Some general pages presented the facts either in the
form of answers to frequently asked questions (FAQs), in
short bulleted lists of facts, or with short paragraphs and
bolded headings as shown in Figure 5A. However, a few
general pages were long online brochures or booklets in PDF
format, which discussed overview of facts related to many
topics within melanoma (and, therefore, were common across
many topics). These variations in page genres (Crowston &
Williams, 1997) explain why the general pages had titles that
were categorized in a wide range of topic scope.

Specific pages (which have one fact in a lot of detail) play
the role of elaborating a fact in the context of other facts.
Figure 5B shows a specific page at the centroid of the specific
cluster in Figure 3E. As shown, the page elaborates details
about sunscreen, an important melanoma risk/prevention
fact. Finally, sparse pages (which have few facts in little
detail) play the role of connecting a relevant fact to other
topics. Figure 5C shows a sparse page at the centroid of the
sparse cluster in Figure 3E. This page is about skin cancer
screening (a topic that is not directly related to melanoma
risk/prevention), but it also provides a brief mention of two
facts about melanoma risk/prevention.

The content analysis therefore revealed that the three
page clusters, besides differing in information density (based
on the cluster analysis), also differed in topic scope, which in
turn suggested their possible roles. Furthermore, the content
analysis suggested that sparse pages are not “poor” or “irrel-
evant” pages. Rather, sparse pages appear to play the role
of briefly mentioning a melanoma fact, which could enable
readers to understand the relationship between the main topic
focus of the page and a melanoma fact. Finally, the content
analysis also provided more evidence that overall, sparse, and
general pages do have different content profiles and, there-
fore, confirms the results suggested by the cluster analyses
discussed earlier.

Analysis of Web pages from each topic. To understand vari-
ations between topics, the above analysis was repeated for
each of the five topics. Figure 3F-J shows the content analysis
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FIG. 5. Example of three pages close to the respective centroid of each cluster shown in Figure 3E. (A) General pages have many facts in low-to-medium
detail. The page shown discusses eight risk factors for melanoma in up to two paragraphs each. (B) Specific pages are mostly devoted to one fact (although
they may contain other facts). The page shown is mostly devoted to a single prevention fact for melanoma (wearing sunscreen), and it mentions two other
relevant risk/prevention facts in very low detail. (C) Sparse pages have few facts covered mostly in less than one paragraph. The page shown is mostly about
skin cancer screening, although it briefly mentions three facts relating to melanoma risk/prevention. (Graphics and menus in these pages have been removed
for clarity.)

results for each topic. As shown, similar to the results for all
pages collapsed across topics, the general pages in each topic
were categorized across many different levels in the taxon-
omy, and sparse pages were most often categorized as “other.”
In contrast, there was some variation in the categorization of
specific pages. For three topics (self-examination, diagnostic
tests, and risk/prevention), specific pages were most often
categorized at the “fact” level, which matches the overall
categorization. However, the categorization of specific pages
in two topics did not follow this pattern. In doctor’s exam
(Figure 3G), all the specific pages were categorized at the
“category” level, whereas in disease stage (Figure 3I), the spe-
cific pages were split nearly evenly between “fact” (2 pages)
and “other” (1 page). Similar to the cluster analysis results,
we believe these deviations from the overall pattern arose
because of the small number of specific pages in each topic
(2 and 3 total pages, respectively).

Overall, the analysis for the individual topics showed
that the different page clusters differed in topic scope simi-
lar to the overall pattern when all the pages were collapsed
across the five topics. The general pages were mostly cat-
egorized by the raters in a wide range of topic scope, the
specific pages were mostly categorized at the “fact” level,
and the sparse pages were mostly categorized as “other.” The
analysis, therefore, suggest the different roles played by each
of the profiles in providing information about a topic: The

general pages typically provide an overview of facts, the spe-
cific pages mostly provide detail elaboration of a fact, and the
sparse pages typically provide a connection between a rele-
vant fact to topics that are not directly relevant to the topic
being searched.

Discussion of Results From Cluster
and Content Analyses

Similar to earlier studies on information scatter (Hood &
Wilson 2001; Bradford 1948), we introduced additional vari-
ables to explore the regularities within the scatter. In the
cluster analysis, we analyzed how the amount of informa-
tion about facts (fact-depth) interacted with the number of
facts (fact-breadth) in a page to define different page clusters.
The analysis suggested the existence of three page clusters
with different densities of facts through a complex interac-
tion of fact-depth and fact-breadth. Furthermore, the analysis
showed that specific and sparse clusters (both of which had
relatively few facts) dominated the overall number of pages,
and, therefore, together make the distribution of facts across
Web pages highly skewed towards few facts.

However, although the cluster analysis suggested that the
pages could be divided into three clusters, we needed to
understand what role each type of page played in providing
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healthcare information. We therefore performed a content
analysis with a focus on topic scope, which revealed the
role each page cluster played in providing information about
a topic. The analysis suggested that general pages provide
overviews of topics with content that varied in topic scope,
the specific pages provide elaborations of particular facts,
and the sparse pages connect the topic being searched to
other topics. The large number of pages with few facts,
therefore, does not appear to be a random occurrence or
the result of pages that have poor content. Instead, the large
number of pages with few facts appears to be the result of
Web page authors creating pages with two different densi-
ties, each playing different roles in providing comprehensive
information.

Fact-depth, fact-breadth, and topic scope are by no means
the only variables that could be explored. We selected these
variables because they appeared to be important in under-
standing the regularities in the scatter of facts. However,
we have noticed other dimensions (such as document length
and overlap of pages between topics; Bhavnani & Adamic,
2007; Adamic, Bhavnani, & Xiaolin, 2007) that also appear
important and should be explored in future research. Similar
to explorations by others such as Hood and Wilson (2001),
the analyses that we have conducted are essentially corre-
lations between variables, which is only the first step in
trying to understand a phenomenon. Future studies with a
wider range of variables should reveal which of them are
more significant in explaining regularities within information
scatter.

Similar to other information scatter studies, the limitation
of this study is the number of topics that could be rea-
sonably analyzed. This limitation is directly related to the
difficulty of first identifying a comprehensive list of facts
agreed upon by experts, and then accurately identifying those
natural language statements in different pages. Although we
have attempted to do the latter identification process through
computational means (Peck, Bhavnani, Blackmon, & Radev,
2004), the process is only reasonably accurate compared with
human raters. We therefore chose to do this matching process
manually to understand as accurately as possible the scat-
ter phenomenon. This manual process was time-consuming,
resulting in the limited number of topics that we could ana-
lyze. Future research should explore computational methods
that are more accurate to enable us to rapidly understand reg-
ularities underlying scatter in other healthcare topics and how
that scatter changes over time.

Implications for the Design of Web Sites, Search
Systems, and Training

Although information scatter is an important phenomenon
to study in its own right, it hardly matters if most users have
no difficulty in finding comprehensive information. However,
several studies have shown that despite the use of powerful
search engines and access to extensive sites, many users find
it difficult to know when they have found all the relevant

information and, therefore, when to end a search. In a pre-
Web study, Blair and Maron (1985) showed that even expert
searchers tended to stop searching before they found compre-
hensive information. More recently, our analysis has shown
that users looking for healthcare information through Google
and MedlinePlus (an extensive healthcare portal developed by
the National Library of Medicine, and endorsed by experts)
typically end their searches prematurely with incomplete
information (Bhavnani et al., 2003; Bhavnani et al., 2005b).

The analysis of information scatter suggests that users
looking for comprehensive information could benefit by a
general-specific-sparse search strategy, in which they first
read a few general pages (to get an overview of all the facts),
followed by specific pages (to get detailed information about
specific facts), followed by sparse pages (to understand how
the topic being searched might be connected to related top-
ics). Because a similar approach has been recommended by
search experts (Kirk, 1974; Bhavnani et al, 2002; Bhavnani
et al, 2003; Bhavnani et al., 2005b), we describe, below, how
this search strategy has implications for the design of Web
sites, search systems, and training.

Implications for the Design of Web Sites

Do Web sites organize their pages such that the general,
specific, and sparse pages are directly linked? Such a ques-
tion is important because traversability (the existence of a
path) is a prerequisite to navigability (ability to find a path),
which is important for users browsingWeb sites to find health-
care information. To address this question, we are currently
analyzing how general, specific, and sparse pages about a
topic are linked within the top-ten Web sites with melanoma
information. Our preliminary analysis has shown that Web
sites do not provide links such that they guide users to visit
general, specific, and sparse pages.

This suggests that similar to the Strategy Hub (Bhavnani
et al., 2006), which provides search procedures (sequences
of links annotated by their purpose) to guide users across
sites, Web site designers could also provide explicit search
procedures that guide users to general, specific, and sparse
pages per topic within a site. Such approaches could help
users quickly get a comprehensive understanding of a topic
in vast unfamiliar domains such as healthcare.

Implications for the Design of Search Systems

Although the organization within a site is important, the
organization of search results across sites is also vital to
enable users find comprehensive information. As discussed
earlier, neither current search engines nor domain portals
guide users to deal with information scatter. There have been
a few research prototypes that attempt to address information
scatter. For example, we manually constructed a portal called
the Strategy Hub for Healthcare (Bhavnani et al., 2006),
which provides search procedures that guide users to visit
a combination of general, specific, and sparse pages from
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reputed healthcare sites. A pilot study (Bhavnani et al, 2003)
and a more extensive controlled experiment (Bhavnani et al.,
2006) suggested that the search procedures provided in the
Strategy Hub enable novice searchers to be more effective
in retrieving comprehensive information about a topic when
compared with similar users of Google and MedlinePlus.
However, the current design of the Strategy Hub requires the
manual coding of expert knowledge and, therefore, achieves
greater accuracy at the expense of scalability.

In contrast to the above-mentioned approach, researchers
have explored more automated and domain-independent
approaches. For example, researchers in the Novelty Track
(Soboro & Harman, 2003) within the Text Retrieval Confer-
ence (TREC) have focused on how to identify a small set of
pages that together cover a topic completely with little over-
lap. Carbonell and Goldstein (1998) have also developed a
domain-independent approach called the maximal marginal
relevance (MMR) that re-ranks search results from a search
engine so that each subsequent hit maximizes novel con-
tent. Although MMR reduces the possibility of consecutive
hits having high overlapping content, it does not distinguish
between novel information of the same fact versus a new
fact. Thus, this approach addresses scalability at the expense
of organization, i.e., it does not ensure that breadth informa-
tion is provided before the depth information about specific
facts.

The regularities in page profiles that we have observed
suggested to us the following Information Density algo-
rithm. This algorithm assumes that physicians will pool their
knowledge to create a database of facts that they believe
patients must know for a comprehensive understanding of
specific healthcare topics. When a user selects a topic, such
as melanoma risk/prevention, the algorithm will: (a) extract
the corresponding list of facts for that topic from the database;
(b) retrieve relevant pages for that topic using Google; (c) use
content analysis tools such as latent semantic analysis (LSA;
Dumais, Furnas, Landauer, & Deerwester, 1998), which can
be used to dynamically determine the fact-depth and fact-
breadth of each retrieved page; (d) use these calculated values
to identify general, specialized, and sparse pages based on
boundaries from the cluster analyses; and (e) present pages
to the user in a suggested order (such as from general to
specific). Our initial studies have revealed that LSA was rea-
sonably accurate compared to a human judge in determining
fact-depth and fact-breadth (Peck, et al., 2004), and we are
exploring more sophisticated natural language analyses to
improve the results. Future research should reveal whether
the integrated tool discussed above enables users to retrieve
more comprehensive healthcare information about a topic.

Implications for the Design of Training

Although much Web research in the information field has
focused on how users search and retrieve information, very
little research has focused on how the underlying structure
of information can be used to teach users how to search. For
example, Bates (2002) has suggested that users should use

query searching when information is scattered and use brows-
ing when information is more densely located. The analysis
of regularities underlying information scatter at the granu-
larity of facts provides an opportunity to explore how the
structure of information can be exploited by searchers. For
example, as stated earlier, the regularities in information
density discussed in this article suggest that to find com-
prehensive information about a topic, users should follow
a general-specific-sparse search strategy, in which they first
read a few general pages (to get an overview of all the
facts), followed by specific pages (to get detailed information
about particular facts), and then followed by sparse pages (to
understand how the topic being searched might be connected
to related topics). Such a strategy reduces the probability
of missing important information about a search topic, and
it is an approach that is independent of features in search
tools. Future courses can focus on teaching the declarative
knowledge (e.g., the existence of general, specific, and sparse
pages, and how to recognize them based on their content
profiles) and the procedural knowledge (e.g., the order in
which to visit the pages) to execute such a strategy. Regu-
larities in Web content, such as described above, and in Web
structure, such as patterns in link density (Barabasi & Albert,
1999; Huberman & Adamic, 1999; Klienberg & Lawrence,
2001), could together help in the systematic identification and
training of search strategies based on regularities underlying
information on the Web.

Implications for a Model of Information Scatter

The results from the current study motivated us to begin
exploring the process through which the scatter of facts across
Web pages occurs. As discussed earlier, the general and spe-
cific pages appear to trade off depth and breadth of facts.
This trade-off in number and detail of facts suggests a pro-
cess through which they are generated. Web page authors
might be following a process of accumulation to progres-
sively add facts in detail to a page until a length and detail
saturation threshold is reached. At such a threshold (which is
parameterized to model different domains), heeding design
guidelines that advise authors to keep Web pages short and
readable (e.g., Brinck, Gergle, & Wood, 2002), authors might
be removing detail from these pages through the process
of abstraction, in addition to creating new pages to elab-
orate particular facts in high detail through the process of
specialization. We speculate that these two processes would
lead to the creation of a large number of specific pages,
while constraining the total number of general pages. When a
fact such as UV protection becomes important, page authors
might be compelled to add that fact into pages that are
otherwise not relevant through the process of permeation.
This process would lead to the creation of sparse pages.
In time, the three processes—accumulation, specialization,
and permeation—should lead to a large number of pages
with few facts and few pages with many facts, resulting in
the skewed distribution of facts across pages. Because this
model turns on the concept of a page growing in information
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density until a saturation threshold is reached, we refer to
the above processes collectively as the saturation model of
information scatter.

The cluster and content analyses, therefore, suggested to
us that the scatter of information is not completely random.
Rather, it could be the result of a rational process through
which the actions of many page authors collectively cre-
ate the scatter of facts across the pages and sites that we have
observed in the data. This conjecture of course needs to be
rigorously tested through discussions and observations of real
Web page authors, and through the development of a com-
putational model that generates the different distributions.
Such an approach would also allow comparisons between
alternative models.

Summary and Conclusions

Our overall research to understand how facts are scattered
across pages, and the regularities within such scatter, was
motivated by the following two observations. (a) Despite the
existence of huge Web sites and powerful search engines,
novice searchers have difficulty finding comprehensive infor-
mation about even common topics. (b) Expert searchers visit
a combination of sources, often in recognizable sequences,
to find comprehensive information. A prior study suggested
that such expert behavior emerges because the distribution of
facts related to common healthcare topics is skewed towards
few facts: A large number of sources have very few facts,
while a few sources have many (but not all) facts about a
topic (Bhavnani, 2005b). However, neither our previous study
nor other information scatter studies could explain why there
were so many pages with few facts. We, therefore, conducted
a cluster analysis (to understand the density of facts in each
page) and a content analysis (to understand the role each type
of page played in providing healthcare information) with the
goal of probing regularities within the distributions.

A cluster analysis of 336 Web pages relevant to the five
melanoma topics suggested regularities within the scatter in
form of three page clusters, each with a different information
density: General pages contained many facts with a medium
amount of detail, specific pages contained few facts, one of
which had a high amount of detail, and sparse pages contained
few facts with little detail. The large number of pages with
few facts in the distribution comprised a disproportionately
large number of specific and sparse pages. A content analysis
probed the role of the three page clusters in providing infor-
mation. This analysis suggested that general pages provided
overviews of facts, specific pages provided elaborations of
particular facts, and sparse pages connected relevant facts
to other topics that were distantly related. Each of the three
page profiles, therefore, play different but important roles in
providing comprehensive information about a topic.

The two analyses together helped us to understand the
number, boundary, and role of the different page profiles,
each of which helped to deepen our understanding of the
regularities underlying the high scatter of facts across pages.
Furthermore, the results suggest that the large number of

pages with few facts is not a random occurrence or the result
of pages that have poor content. Instead, these pages appear to
be the result of rational decisions made by Web page authors
in creating pages that play distinct roles in providing com-
prehensive information. These insights led to implications for
the design of Web sites and search systems, training to help
users find comprehensive information, and a framework by
which to organize and direct future scatter studies.

Although prior research on information scatter was the pri-
mary inspiration for the current work, the analysis of scatter
at the granularity of facts enables a more direct connection to
existing information-seeking models and theories. Both the
berrypicking model (Bates, 1989) and the Information Forag-
ing Theory (Pirolli & Card, 1999) deal, in part, with searchers
moving from one source to another during the search pro-
cess. The berrypicking model describes how users search
through the process of collecting “bits and pieces” of informa-
tion from many different sources. The Information Foraging
Theory predicts when a user will abandon searching in one
information patch and move to another. The distribution of
facts provides an empirical foundation to explain that these
behaviors are possibly a necessary adaptation to the under-
lying structure of information. Furthermore, we believe that
expert searchers (such as the healthcare librarian described
in the Motivation to Probe Regularities in the Scatter of Facts
Across Web Sites section) tend to begin searching by visiting
sources that provide an overview of a topic (general sources)
before delving deeper into specific details (specific sources),
because they (a) have developed an inherent understanding
that information occurs in different densities within different
sources, and (b) use the general-specific-sparse approach as
a sensemaking8 strategy (Russell et al., 1993) to help them
to quickly understand how information is organized in an
unfamiliar domain.

Although much is known about the scatter of information
at different granularities, the main contributions of this arti-
cle are as follows: (a) to bring attention to the regularities
in how facts about common topics are scattered across rel-
evant pages and (b) to explore how that understanding can
benefit the design of Web sites, search systems, training,
and future research. This understanding should lead to new
approaches that enable more users to retrieve comprehensive
information when searching in vast and unfamiliar domains
like healthcare.
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Appendix A

The MML (Figueiredo & Jain, 2002) criterion finds an opti-
mum number of clusters by balancing the cost of having
multiple cluster centroids and the cost of the deviation of
each data point from those centroids. When there are too
many clusters, the centroid cost is high, but the deviation
cost tends to be small. Conversely, when there are few clus-
ters, the centroid cost is low but the cost of deviations from
those centroids will tend to be large.

Because the input data were discrete, random jitter (drawn
from a zero-mean Normal distribution) was added to each

TABLE A1. Number of clusters based on the amount of random jitter.

Amount of Random Jitter
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1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 40

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 24 9 37

3 0 1 2 7 40 43 45 14 0 152
4 36 36 36 28 7 5 0 9 1 158
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6 0 3 1 4 1 0 0 2 0 11

50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
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data point at different levels; this constituted the input data
for a single “run,” and there were 50 such runs. For each run,
MML was used to calculate the optimal number of clusters.
As shown in Table A1, for each level of jitter, we calculated
how often a particular number of clusters was chosen as
optimal. As shown, three or four clusters were optimal for
a majority of runs. The difference between the three-cluster
and four-cluster configuration was slight (essentially whether
the jitter was able to sufficiently counteract the discreteness
of the data).
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Appendix B

FIG. 6. Results of the cluster analysis that generated the boundaries of three page clusters: specific pages (�), sparse pages (+), and general pages (•). The
Y-axis is mapped to the mean number of words for each level of fact-depth. To create the above figure, random jitter was added to each point to enable the
separation of overlapping points.

Appendix C

The boundary, centroid, and percentage of pages of the general, specific, and sparse page clusters for each of the five
melanoma topics, as shown in Figure 3, and for all the topics collapsed, as shown in Figure 2. Fact-breadth is shown as a
normalized percentage to enable a comparison across topics.

Self-examination Doctor’s examination Diagnostic tests Disease stage Risk/prevention
Total facts = 14 Total facts = 6 Total facts = 6 Total facts = 13 Total facts = 14 All topics collapsed

General page cluster
Boundary (fact-breadth 43–79%, 1–3 50–83%, 2–3 50–83%, 2–3 46–85%, 2–3 43–93%, 1–3 43–93%, 1–3

range, fact-depth range)
Centroid (mean fact- 56.9%, 2.3 66.7%, 2.5 65.5%, 2.6 65.4%, 2.8 57.4%, 2.8 60.1%, 2.6

breadth, mean fact-depth)
Pages (number of pages, 25, 35.7% 6, 12.8% 14, 26.9% 8, 12.9% 27, 25.7% 80, 23.8%

% of total pages)
Specific page cluster

Boundary (fact-breadth 7–43%, 4 67%, 4 17%, 4 8–77%, 4 7–57%, 4 7–77%, 4
range, fact-depth range)

Centroid (mean fact- 11.1%, 4 66.7%, 4 16.7%, 4 30.8%, 4 20.5%, 4 19.3%, 4
breadth, mean fact-depth)

Pages (number of pages, 18, 25.7% 2, 4.3% 3, 5.8% 3, 4.8% 23, 21.9% 49, 14.6%
% of total pages)

Sparse page cluster
Boundary (fact-breadth 7–36%, 1–2 17–33%, 1–3 17–33%, 1–3 8–38%, 1–3 7–36%, 1–3 7–38%, 1–3

range, fact-depth range)
Centroid (mean fact- 16.9%, 1.3 23.9%, 1.6 24.3%, 1.6 15.2%, 1.3 19.9%, 1.8 19.9%, 1.5

breadth, mean fact-depth)
Pages (number of pages, 27, 38.6% 39, 83.0% 35, 67.3% 51, 82.3% 55, 52.4% 207, 61.6%

% of total pages)
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Appendix D (Titles for 105 pages on the topic Melanoma Risk/Prevention)

1. Skin cancer
2. Malignant melanoma fact sheet
3. Malignant melanoma
4. Kids connection: The ABCDs of skin cancer
5. Ultraviolet index: What you need to know
6. Moles
7. Atypical nevus
8. Facts about sunscreens
9. Personal skin cancer risk profile
10. Dermatologic surgery
11. Who is most at risk for melanoma?
12. [MelanomaNet] > Prevention
13. MelanomaNet update: Recurrent and metastatic

melanoma
14. Basic facts about melanoma
15. MelanomaNet update: Skin self-examination is

a family affair
16. [MelanomaNet update] > Research update
17. MelanomaNet update: Precursor lesions and risk

factors for melanoma
18. Risk factors update: Dysplastic nevi (atypical moles)

as risk factors for melanoma
19. MelanomaNet update: Questions about benign

pigmented lesions
20. [MelanomaNet] > Medical diagnosis: Dermatoscopy
21. Skin cancer
22. Aging skin update-September 2001: Protection

against photoaging
23. Preventing actinic keratoses by protecting yourself

against the sun
24. What are the risk factors for melanoma?
25. Can melanoma be prevented?
26. What is melanoma skin cancer?
27. What is melanoma?
28. Can melanoma skin cancer be prevented?
29. Can melanoma be found early?
30. Skin cancer
31. UV radiation and cancer
32. Skin cancer facts
33. Are some people more susceptible to sun damage?
34. [Cancer Prevention > Sun safety] > Sunlight and

ultraviolet radiation
35. Melanoma skin cancer
36. Melanoma: treatment guidelines for patients
37. What are the risk factors for eye cancer?
38. What are the risk factors for vulvar cancer?
39. Vulvar cancer
40. Nonmelanoma skin cancer
41. Testicular cancer
42. [Cancer Prevention > Sun safety] > Take the

sun quiz
43. [Your cancer risk > melanoma] > Preliminary

questions
44. Skin cancer facts

45. Mohs micrographic surgery: a handbook
for patients

46. Melanoma facts
47. [What is melanoma] > Risk factors
48. [Melanoma prevention] > Sun safety
49. [Melanoma prevention] >Am I at risk?
50. [Speaking with a doctor about melanoma] >

Frequently asked questions
51. What causes melanoma?
52. Play it safe with the sun: a guide to protecting

yourself from the sun and skin cancer
53. If you are concerned about melanoma….

Information about diagnosis and treatment
54. What you need to know about moles and

dysplastic nevi
55. Melanoma (PDQ) treatment
56. Skin cancer (PDQ) screening
57. What you need to know about skin cancer
58. Skin cancer (PDQ) prevention
59. Taking part in clinical trials: Cancer prevention

studies: What participants need to know
60. At risk for melanoma
61. Summer: open season for melanoma
62. Number, size, and type of moles are key risk factors

for melanoma
63. [Melanoma > Other melanoma resources and

articles] >All in the family
64. Guidelines for melanoma-prone families
65. [Melanoma] >What to look for
66. Bad to worse: melanoma increases again
67. [The skin cancer foundation] > Children
68. The case against indoor tanning
69. What you really need to know about moles and

melanoma
70. What you really need to know about moles and

melanoma
71. [Melanoma and skin cancer information] >

Treatment
72. Occupational health and safety policy for outdoor

workers exposed to ultraviolet radiation and
seasonal heat

73. [Melanoma and skin cancer information] >

Frequently asked questions
74. What are the risk factors for cancer of

unknown primary?
75. [Melanoma prevention] > Reducing your risk
76. Mature skin
77. The darker side of tanning
78. Mature skin
79. The sun and your skin
80. [AcneNet > Treatment] > Over the counter products
81. What is aging skin?
82. Skin cancer
83. [MelanomaNet] > Medical diagnosis
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84. Self-examination for melanoma
85. What causes melanoma skin cancer?
86. Detecting skin cancer
87. Sunlight and Ultraviolet exposure
88. Cancer prevention and early detection facts and

figures 2002
89. Ultraviolet light
90. Types of cancer: Melanoma: The basics
91. [Melanoma prevention] > Sun safety
92. Melanoma prevention
93. [Melanoma prevention] > Sun safety for kids
94. [Diagnosing melanoma] > Self-examination
95. Facing forward series: Ways you can make

a difference in cancer: resources to learn more
96. Skin cancer treatment

97. Unusual cancers of childhood (PDQ) treatment
98. Taking part in clinical trials: Cancer prevention

studies: What are cancer risk factors?
99. [The skin cancer foundation] > Frequently asked

questions
100. A meeting of the minds: Highlights of the melanoma

program at the Seventh world congress on cancers
of the skin

101. Low socioeconomic status may increase melanoma
mortality

102. Sunscreens and prevention of malignant melanoma
103. Increased melanoma risk from indoor UVA tanning
104. [The skin cancer foundation > Prevention] > Dress

for sun protection
105. [The skin cancer foundation] > Self-examination
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